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Art in the Pandemic
Did we ever pause to think or question how and where we were
headed before the Pandemic? As an individual or family or country
we knew we were rushing headlong into situations dictated by habits
and the sheer idea of “going with the flow.” It is rare that we are
given an opportunity or luxury of time to relive or rethink any part of
our lives. Time was a ‘luxury’ and thinking was futile since we had
persuaded ourselves that no one can stem this avalanche of changes
engulfing and imprisoning us. There were times when we groaned
aloud about time running out and the hectic pace of life.
I’d fallen into a routine but had just broken with that to pursue a
dream, wedged a little time to engage with drawing and painting A
friend persuaded me to attend a few classes. Since I had many
hobbies that needed some dexterity like Origami and crochet I went
willingly. My brother and sister were always considered the artistes
in the family-I was into music. Families have a way of ‘slotting’ you
and we never break out of it! My initial paintings and charcoal works
were surprisingly good! I was the person most surprised. I regularly
draw and paint now. My favorite ‘work’ is doing pet portraits for
friends. The satisfaction and a feeling of achievement when one
successfully completes a work with one’s hands is indescribable.

Mrs. Mala Ramadorai
( Trustee )



WITH PROFOUND GRIEF, WE INFORM YOU THE UNTIMELY DEMISE OF OUR
OWN BABU SIR, WHO NEVER FAILED TO BRIGHTEN UP HIS CLASSROOM
WITH HIS INFECTIOUS SMILE, WHO GAVE US EVERY REASON TO BELIEVE
THAT EVERY PROBLEM HAS A SOLUTION.  AN AMAZING MATHS TEACHER
IS HARD TO FIND AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET. AN INSPIRATION, A
MENTOR, A GUIDE, AN AMAZING SOUL THAT IMMENSELY TOUCHED OUR
HEARTS

DEEPLY MOURNED & LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY RAJHANS FAMILY



The BKHMC Trust organised a special function to bring together all under one
roof to celebrate this year's Teachers day.  The event was graced by our respected
trustees - Shri. Dileep Udeshi and Mr. Deepak Ved, Director - Major General
Deepak Saxena, Bursor - Major Abhishek Singh, Financial advisor - Mr.

Bhadada, Security Incharge - Captain Madhukar Khot and Academic Advisor –

Ms. Deepshikha Srivastava. Also gracing the occasion were the respected
Principals, teachers and administration staff of all schools. 

The event was followed by a Musical Evening conducted by Ms. Kala Sridhar
from ARK Events which included melodious retro songs. Old  melodies were sung
live and questions related to them were thrown across to the gathering. Our
respected Chairman – Shri. D.D. Udeshi acknowledged the hard work and
initiative of one and all during these testing times. Then came the star of the
evening – a game of “Tambola”, which was organized by Rajhans Vidyalaya.

Everyone participated with great fervor and enthusiasm. The winners in different
categories and the participants, both enjoyed the game equally. The Teachers’

Day celebrations concluded with a vote of thanks.

On behalf of the Staff, the respective Principals of each school conveyed profound
thanks to the Association of Parents and Teachers and the Prefectorial Council.



15th August saw all the schools under the BKHMC
Trust coming  together for the Flag hoisting ceremony
through an online programme. All Trustees,

Principals, Staff, parents and students were invited to
join online for the celebrations. The Chairman of the
Trust Shri D.D.Udeshi hoisted and unfurled the
National flag  and addressed the audience. For
Rajhans the day is doubly significant as the school
conducts the investiture ceremony. In BKES, Shri
Shyam Bhadada, Advisor of BKHMCT hoisted the
Indian flag in the Fort school and A video was shown
to appreciate the BKES dedicated security personnel,
the true covid warriors who guarded the building
during the pandemic.



Vachan Prerna Divas:Vachan Prerna Divas:





As part of our efforts towards contributing for cleaner
environment , we propose to use this platform to motivate ,

train and guide our students for plastic recycling methods. We
look forward to expand our ideas and creativity to clean up
MOTHER EARTH. Items that can be recycled by this activity
are: Toothpaste tubes, tooth brushes , homeopath plastic
bottles, old plastic toys, jars, food tray, plastic bags, straws,

plastic oil cans , milk bags, basically anything 100% plastic
which can be used in crushing machine. This all material is
collected at our school gate .

HMPS



Webinar for students





Though times are challenging and changing, but the school
authorities have supported the staff, the students and the parents
and reminded everyone that we are in this together. As a school 
 counselor I am happy to share that, with whatever little resources
I and my children have, with that I could help my children to 

 remain motivated, focused and give their best. During the early 

stage of the pandemic, I conducted a Google Meet with the APT Members - "Minding Our
Minds During Covid 19 Pandemic", wherein tips to deal with children during these  times
were discussed.  Few webinars like "My Safe Place" for LD Children, "Cyber Matrix - The
Web which shouldn't Entangle You", "Unlocking Dyslexia"  were attended by me as well. This
pandemic has taught us that even in the darkest of times there are opportunities for people  to
shine. I am really thankful to the Management Members, Principal and the Teachers of
HMPS for giving  me this wide opportunity to learn and enrich myself.



  When collaboration leads to the invention of something unique, it creates captivating, magicalWhen collaboration leads to the invention of something unique, it creates captivating, magical
experiences…! We at Balvatika have used every opportunity to make virtual sessions just asexperiences…! We at Balvatika have used every opportunity to make virtual sessions just as
effective and enriching. Our teachers created new ideas and strategies in sync with the latesteffective and enriching. Our teachers created new ideas and strategies in sync with the latest
trends in pedagogy to relate with our young ones.trends in pedagogy to relate with our young ones.



Our children constantly raise the bar and make us proud!!!!Our children constantly raise the bar and make us proud!!!!

“Being a part of our mission, we thank you as we work together in creating a“Being a part of our mission, we thank you as we work together in creating a
growth mind set for our children”.growth mind set for our children”.  



All India Young Scholars (Avval App) had
arranged for “Virtual Science Exhibition 2020”.

Students prepared 2-3 minute presentation.

Topic was not specifically given but students
had prepared a topic which is relevant to
science. From our school students from 6-9

class had participated. 





BKES students enthusiastically celebrated the festivals Online. For Gopalkala Pre primary tiny
tots dressed up as Radha and Krishna. Greeting Card Competition, decorated dahi handi,
bansuri and traditional jhula. For Ganpati fest, they made eco friendly idols. diwali was
celebrated through mesmerising dance performances, and fun activities like Rangoli making,

Diya and Toran making. on Children day, they were amused to see their teachers switching
roles and performing songs, dances and e-cards. Students participated in Inter School Ward
Level competitions conducted by the Education Dept. in November.

Inter School Painting Competition:





A VISIT TO SPACE
 There I travel, it’s awfully dark, 

Then I see a great gleaming spark, 
Our sun’s a bright star I must say 

As I continue to lead the way. 
Mercury’s circling close to the sun, 

I wouldn’t believe it could be much fun. 
What traps heat, has thick clouds & hot base? 

Venus! The second planet in space!! 
Earth has nature, life & seas 

And hasn’t done past 58 degrees. 
Maybe there’s water, maybe there’s not, 

Mars is mostly red dust and rock. 
Swirling gases & liquid patterns, 

Make their home on gas giant Saturn. 
Bits of ice scattered in Saturn’s rings 

Too cold for a penguin even with wings. 
 

With swirls & twirls what’s far from small?
Jupiter, Yes it’s the biggest of all.

The great red spot, a perpetual storm,
If you go in there, you will get torn.

Warm ice giant, seventh from the sun,
It also has rings, seventeen not one,

Neptune is such a beautiful blue.
Like a splendid sea and a cosmic Roo.
My journey has sadly come to an end,

But now I get to see my friend,
There is one space feature, I did not list,

A super special sparkling bliss.
Our star is extremely hot indeed,

Turning & burning at very high speed,
One last glimpse into great blue space,
Oh! what a beautiful, marvelous place !

          Saraah Ali Shaikh - IX - HMPS

                  SECRET TO SUCCESS - VISION - GOAL - PLAN - ACTION - SUCCESS  
How would you describe success? Is it really an achievement? I don't think so. 
Success is an ever growing process, not an achievement. To achieve success means to fulfill one's
goals and crack one's aim. There are people who attain big feat but fall down  after a certain period.
What is the reason behind the sudden fall? These people receive  various awards and earn fame.
They rest on their laurels which ultimately results into  sudden failure. Of course, they deserve those
prizes and awards, but their biggest failure is  to rest on them. 
Remember, there is no substitute to hardwork. 'Hardwork is the only way to success'  people say. But,
I think, 'Smartwork is the only way to success'. Hardwork is both energy  as well as time consuming.
However, Smartwork is not easy but less time consuming. Students aim at achieving good percentage
in their exams. Securing "A" grade is a  success for all students. Students should first set goals for
themselves. Once you set a  goal and you know your destination, you can crack it with great ease. 
Let failures come. Failures are the stepping stones to success. When you fail, you win an  opportunity
to analyse yourself. Analyzing oneself and getting to know ones abilities is an  achievement in itself.      
Once you know your capacity, you can work out according to it.  
Mental preparedness also plays an important role in attaining success. Hurdles come and  go, they
just intend to make you tough at every visit. You should overcome those hurdles  courageously.
Remember, hurdles make success taste sweeter.  
Also, watch your thoughts, they become words. Watch your words, they become actions.  Watch your
actions, they become habits. Watch your habits, they become character. Watch  your character, for it
becomes your destiny.  
To conclude - your destination is waiting for you, the train has not yet left, jump into the  coach and
grab your seat. 

                              Lysander Rego – VIII - HMPS 
                                          




